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Abstract
One problem in similarity-based object retrieval
(SBOR) is how to define and estimate the similarity between two objects. In this paper we present a
shape similarity measure based on thin-plate splines,
and compare its performance with several other measures used in SBOR. We evaluate the methods on
both artificial and real images.
Key words: image processing, similarity based
object retrieval, thin-plate splines.
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Introduction

Similarity-based object retrieval (SBOR) is the process that, given a query object, a (usually large)
database, and a measure of similarity, returns a list of
objects in the database that are similar to the query.
Finding books similar to a given book (for example, the recommendations at amazon.com), and finding images similar to a specified query image, are
both specific examples of the general concept. One
of the difficulties encountered in such inquiries is the
definition of “similar”. Is it the author of the book
or the topic of the book? The shape or the texture
of the image? Or, is it a combination? The answer
to the question can be very different, depending on
the notion of the similarity used.
Our work primarily concerns the analysis of large
spatio-temporal scientific datasets, and therefore we
are interested in SBOR in scientific applications.
One of the unsolved problems in physics is understanding turbulence. In order to understand turbu-

lent flow, it is important to analyze and compare the
results of different simulations and experiments. Currently, physicists use the “eyeball” measure to decide
which simulation is closest to a particular simulation,
or which simulation is closest to the experimentally
measured data. Our goal is to enhance the visual
comparison by providing more rigorous quantitative
measures of similarity using SBOR.
Fig. 1 displays three time steps from a turbulent
flow simulation [5]. It is a three-dimensional shock
tube simulation: initially, two fluids are separated by
a membrane in a stationary tube. Next, a shock is
applied to the tube, and the time evolution of the
mixing of the two fluids is observed. The mixing is
evolved on a 2048 × 2048 × 1920 grid over 27, 000
time steps, and follows the change in variables like
pressure, density, velocity, and entropy. The computations were carried out on 960 nodes of the IBM-SP
TeraOp system at LLNL. While our ultimate interest is to characterize the similarity among full threedimensional models, our initial effort has been to
develop an SBOR framework for the smaller, twodimensional problem. Fig. 2 displays a 2D slice of
the entropy data, and Fig. 3 a smaller query image.
Our immediate goal then can be stated as finding regions in a collection of images that are similar to a
query image provided by a user. For example, find
regions of Fig. 2 which are similar to the query in
Fig. 3.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes two simple similarity measures that
can be used in SBOR, Section 3 describes the thinplate spline transform and motivates its use for defining a measure of shape similarity in SBOR, and Section 4 concludes with a summary.

(a) Time = 1.0

Figure 3: Example query image: 64 × 64 pixels.
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(b) Time = 2.0

(c) Time = 4.0
Figure 1: Three time steps in the simulation over the
2048 × 2048 × 1920 grid.

Figure 2: Example 2D data: 256 × 256 pixels.

Two simple similarity measures

The normalized pixel-wise difference between two images is the simplest similarity measure that has been
suggested in the literature. In this case, the difference between the query and an arbitrary image of
the same size is
v
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dp =
IJ i=1 j=1
where I is the horizontal dimension, J the vertical dimension of the images, pij the intensity at the {i, j}th
pixel location in the comparison image, and qij the
intensity at the {i, j}th pixel in the query image.
Fig. 4 presents the results of a pixel-wise comparison between the original query image in Fig. 3 and
64 × 64 sub-images of the 256 × 256 image displayed
in Fig. 2. The red windows highlight the location of
the best 100 matches. We obtained the sub-images
by sliding windows of 64 × 64 over the original larger
image, and then computed the pixel-wise error given
in Eq. (1) for each of the sub-images. In our initial
implementation, we incremented the sliding windows
by a step size of one pixels in both directions, but
clearly, such a fine-grained matching is redundant,
and larger step sizes are also possible.
Fig. 5 displays two example matches from the 100
best ones. While the image in panel (a) is visually more similar to the query image than the match
shown in panel (b) is, the pixel-wise distance of (a) to
the query image (dp = 4.96) is larger than the pixelwise distance of (a) to the query image (dp = 4.09).

Figure 6: Best 100 matches based on histogram bin
error.

Figure 4: Best 100 matches based on pixel-wise error.

Clearly, the pixel-wise error measure in Eq. (1) does
not capture the similarity of the shapes.
Fig. 6 displays the 100 best matches to the query
image in Fig. 3 using dh as a measure of closeness
between the images,
v
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dh = t (nk − mk )2 ,
K
k=1

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Two matches to Fig. 3. (a) dp = 4.96, dh =
43.73 (b) dp = 4.09, dh = 159.76

where K = 10 denotes the number of bins in the histogram, nk is the number of query image pixels falling
into the kth histogram bin, and mk the number of
comparison image pixels in the kth bin. The values
of the histogram-based error for the two matches in
Fig. 5 are dh = 43.73 and dh = 159.76, for the images in panels (a) and (b), respectively. While the
histogram-based similarity measure improves on the
pixel-based results, it does not capture adequately
the shape of the objects.
In the next section, we describe a similarity measure that is based strictly on the shapes of the objects.
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A shape similarity measure
based on thin-plate splines

As a motivating example, Fig. 7 displays a simple
transformation using thin-plate splines (TPS). The

A pair of thin-plate splines is defined by
Φ(t) = (Φ1 (t), Φ2 (t))T = c + AtTW s(t),

(4)

where t is (2 × 1), s(t) = (σ(t − t1 ), . . . , σ(t − tk ))T ,
and
½
||h||2 log(||h||), ||h|| > 0,
σ(h) =
(5)
0,
||h|| = 0,

Figure 7: Example TPS transform: from a flat face
to a smiley face.

grid points in the first image are mapped into the
corresponding grid points on the second image,
using the constraint that the nine two-dimensional
landmark (also called control, or fiducial) points
defining T in red in the first image get mapped
exactly to the nine points that define Y1 in red
in the second image. The x and y coordinates of
the nine control points of T and Y1 are given by
T = (−1.5, 1.0, −0.5, −0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5;
1.0, 1.0, 1.0, −1.0, −1.0, −1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
and
Y1 = (−1.5, 1.0, −0.5, −0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5;
1.0, 1.4, 1.0, −1.0, −1.4, −1.0, 1.0, 1.4, 1.0),
respectively. The TPS bending energy, defined later in
Eq. (18), required for transforming T into Y1 is equal
to e1 = 1.44. If we perturb the fifth control point
coordinates of Y1 from (0.0; −1.4) to (0.0, 2.00), and
denote the resulting point Y2 (shown in blue in the
second panel of Fig. 7), then the bending energy
increases to e2 = 3.94. Intuitively this makes sense,
as Y2 is “further” from T than Y1 is.
In the general case of comparing two shapes, following [2], let tj , j = 1, . . . k denote the k twodimensional landmarks in the first image to be
mapped exactly onto the yi , i = 1, . . . , k twodimensional landmarks on the second image. We
are interested thus in two-dimensional transformaT
tion Φ(tj ) = (Φ1 (tj ), Φ2 (tj )) that satisfies the 2k
interpolation constraints in Eq.( 3):
(yj )r = Φr (tj ),

r = 1, 2,

j = 1, . . . , k.

(3)

with c(2×1), A(2×2), and W (k×2), as 2k+6 parameters. It can be shown [2] that the TPS minimizes,
among all interpolating functions from T to Y , the
total bending energy J(Φ), where
J(Φ) =

2 Z Z
X
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δ 2 Φj
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δ 2 Φj
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¶2 µ 2 ¶2
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+
.
δy 2

(6)
Let T and Y denote the k × 2 dimensional control
point matrices
T = [t1 t2 · · · tk ]T

and

Y = [y1 y2 · · · yk ]T . (7)

Natural thin-plate splines, in addition to the 2k interpolation constraints, also satisfy the two additional
constraints
1Tk W = 0
Combining

S
 1Tk
TT

and

T T W = 0.

Equations 3 and 8, we obtain


 
1k T
W
Y
0 0   cT  =  0  ,
0
0 0
AT

(8)

(9)

where (S)ij = σ(ti − tj ) and 1k is the k-vector of
ones. If Γ denotes the first matrix of the left hand
side of Equation 9,


S 1k T
0 0 ,
Γ =  1Tk
(10)
T
T
0 0
then Γ is invertible, provided that S is. Therefore,




W
Y
 cT  = Γ−1  0  ,
(11)
0
AT

Partitioning Γ−1 as
Γ−1 =

µ

Γ11
Γ21

Γ12
Γ22

¶

(12)

,

where Γ11 is k × k, we find the parameters

T

W = Γ11 Y,

(13)

and
µ

T

c
AT

¶

= (βˆ1 , βˆ2 ) = Γ21 Y.

(14)
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If Q = (1k , T ), we have
Γ

11

=S

−1

−S

Thin plate splines transform of T into Y
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(a) Bending energy e = 0.165.
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Γ22 = −(QT S −1 Q)−1 .

,

(16)
(17)

Γ11 is called the bending energy matrix. The minimized value of the total bending energy in Eq. (6)
is
J(Φ) ≡ e = trace(Y T Γ11 Y ).
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(b) Bending energy e = 2.247.

(18)

Fig. 8 shows the TPS transform grid and associated bending energy for three artificial examples
constructed from the fluid turbulence data. First,
we applied the Canny edge detector to the query
“mushroom” image in Fig. 3, identified its boundary, and a few control points. The red points in the
second column in Fig. 8 shows the resulting control
points and define the template image shape. Next, we
constructed the three additional mushroom images
shown in the first columns of Fig. 8 by slightly disturbing the boundary of the original template. The
similarity between the original and the modified image decreases as we proceed from (a) to (c). The
second column displays the required TPS grid transformations that map the three synthetically created
shapes to the template shape. As expected, the bending energy e increases as the similarity between the
objects increases.

Thin plate splines transform of T into Y
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(c) Bending energy e = 3.399.
Figure 8: Three TPS transform examples for the fluid
turbulence data.
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Summary

In this paper, we briefly investigated the use of the
thin-plate splines transform in constructing a similarity measure for shapes. While our results are very
preliminary, they are promising nonetheless.
One of the drawbacks of the TPS-based approach
is that it assumes that the objects to compare are segmented, and their control points identified and properly ordered. Object segmentation is itself a difficult
problem, especially in the context of simulation data
where the objects are not always well-defined. Before the TPS-based method can be implemented in
an automated manner in large collections of images,
we need to have a fast and robust way to identify and
align the objects. A promising approach that compares the objects without relying on control points
appears in [6]. We plan to investigate more closely
the methods suggested in that paper and other alternatives.
Another open issue is how to properly combine the
results of different similarity measures, and attach
meaningful uncertainty estimates. We plan to implement several additional measures, statistical (e.g.
Procrustes analysis [2]) and other (e.g. MPEG-7
descriptors [4]), and investigate means to optimally
combine them.
We will incorporate our findings into the the Sapphire SBOR framework [3]. The current implementation, which includes simple features (such as
the mean and the standard deviation), histograms,
MPEG-7 descriptors, and numerous derived features (such as the Chi-square distance between histograms), has returned good results in moderate size
datasets [1].
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